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ABSTRACT

Redox flow battery systems having a supporting solution that
contains CIT ions can exhibit improved performance and
characteristics. Furthermore, a supporting solution having

mixed SO, and CIT ions can provide increased energy den

sity and improved stability and solubility of one or more of
the ionic species in the catholyte and/oranolyte. According to
one example, a vanadium-based redox flow battery system is

characterized by an anolyte having V* and V* in a support
ing solution and a catholyte having V* and V* in a support

ing solution. The supporting solution can contain CIT ions or

a mixture of SO, and CT ions.
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lar embodiments, the concentration ratio of CIT to SO, can

be between 1:100 and 100:1. In other embodiments, the ratio
can be between 1:10 and 10:1. In still other embodiments, the
ratio can be between 1:3 and 3:1. Instances in which the

supporting solution comprises both CIT to SO, and the
concentration of V*, V*, Fe", and Feº are greater than
1.5M. Instances in which the anolyte comprises V cations and
the catholyte comprises Fe cations, the concentrations of V*
and V* are greater than 2M in the anolyte and concentrations
of Feº and Feº are greater than 2M in the catholyte.
anolyte and catholyte both comprise V and Fe cations, the

[0015] In yet another embodiment, a redox flow battery
system comprises a supporting solution that comprises a mix

ture of SO, and CT. As described elsewhere herein, a sup
porting solution having mixed SO, and CIT can provide

increased energy density and improved stability and solubil
ity of one or more of the ionic species in the catholyte and/or

anolyte, such as Feº", Fe", Crº, Crº, and others. In particu
lar embodiments, the concentration ratio of CIT to SO, can

be between 1:100 and 100:1. In other embodiments, the ratio
can be between 1:10 and 10:1. In still other embodiments, the
ratio can be between 1:3 and 3:1. In still other embodiments,

Dec. 31, 2015

[0023] FIG. 5 is a graph of equilibrium concentrations of
chlorine in the positive side of a vanadium-chloride-sulfate
cell at various states of charge.
[0024] FIGS. 6A and 6B are diagrams depicting structures
of VO2 in sulfuric acid (a) and in hydrochloric acid (b).
[0025] FIG. 7 is a graph of cyclic coulombic efficiency,
voltage efficiency, and energy efficiency for a vanadium
chloride-sulfate RFB system.
[0026] FIGS. 8A and 8B are cyclic voltammetry curves in a
Fe/V and C1-containing solution using two different elec
trodes.

[0027] FIGS. 9A,9B, 9C and 9D are graphs demonstrating
the electrochemical performance of an Fe/V redox flow cell
using a C1-containing supporting solution.
[0028] FIGS. 10A and 10B show cyclic Coulombic effi
ciency, voltage efficiency, and energy efficiency (a) as well as
cell charge capacity and charge energy density change (b) for
a Fe/V cell employing S-Radel as membrane

otherhalogen ions can be mixed with SO,”, including but not

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

limited to, FT.

[0016] The purpose of the foregoing abstract is to enable
the United States Patent and Trademark Office and the public
generally, especially the scientists, engineers, and practitio
ners in the art who are not familiar with patent or legal terms
or phraseology, to determine quickly from a cursory inspec
tion the nature and essence of the technical disclosure of the

application. The abstract is neither intended to define the
invention of the application, which is measured by the claims,
noris it intended to be limiting as to the scope of the invention
in any way.
[0017| Various advantages and novel features of the present
invention are described herein and will become further

readily apparent to those skilled in this art from the following
detailed description. In the preceding and following descrip
tions, the various embodiments, including the preferred
embodiments, have been shown and described. Included

herein is a description of the best mode contemplated for
carrying out the invention. As will be realized, the invention is
capable of modification in various respects without departing
from the invention. Accordingly, the drawings and descrip
tion of the preferred embodiments set forth hereafter are to be
regarded as illustrative in nature, and not as restrictive.
DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0018] Embodiments of the invention are described below
with reference to the following accompanying drawings.
[0019] FIG. 1 is a graph of current versus voltage compar
ing all-vanadium RFBs using chloride-containing and sul
fate-containing supporting solutions.
[0020) FIGS. 2A and 2B compare thermodynamic equilib
rium concentrations (a) and equilibrium potentials (b) of
chlorine and oxygen gases in vanadium chloride RFB sys
temS.

[0021] FIGS. 3A and 3B compare cyclic performances of
vanadium chloride RFB systems and vanadium sulfate RFB
systems.

[0022] FIG. 4 compares cyclic voltammetry curves of a
vanadium-chloride-sulfate solution and a vanadium sulfate
solution.

[0029] The following description includes the preferred
best mode as well as other embodiments of the present inven
tion. It will be clear from this description of the invention that
the invention is not limited to these illustrated embodiments

but that the invention also includes a variety of modifications
and embodiments thereto. Therefore the present description
should be seen as illustrative and not limiting. While the
invention is susceptible of various modifications and alterna
tive constructions, it should be understood, that there is no

intention to limit the invention to the specific form disclosed,
but, on the contrary, the invention is to cover all modifica
tions, alternative constructions, and equivalents falling within
the spirit and scope of the invention as defined in the claims.
[0030) FIGS. 1-10 show a variety of embodiments and
aspects of the present invention. Referring first to FIG. 1,
current versus voltage data is plotted for vanadium ion redox
couples using either chloride or sulfate supporting solutions.
Three redox couples were observed in the chloride system,

indicating that two redox couples (VO”/VO," for the posi
tive and V*/V* for the negative) can be employed for a
redox flow battery. Electrochemical reversibility of the V*/
V” couple was similar to that of a sulfate system, but that of
the V*/V* was significantly improved in the chloride sys
tem. For example, the peak potential difference is 0.351 V in
the sulfate system and 0.509 V in the chloride system.
[0031] According to quantum chemistry calculations, the

V* species in the chloride solution forms VO2Cl(H2O)2.

which is a more stable neutral species than [VO2(H2O)3]", the
species commonly formed in the sulfate solution. However,
V*, V* and V* in the chloride solution have a similar
structure to that in the sulfate solution. Based on the above,

the half cell reaction shown in Eq. (2) for the positive pole
describes well the electrochemistry. The standard potential of
this half cell reaction is expected to be slightly higher than
that of the conventional sulfate system resulting from a dif

ferentV’species. By forming this new structure, the thermal
stability of the V* in the chloride solution was significantly

improved.

